Reminders

- **PARENT EVENING AT MONASH** – Caulfield Campus, Building H116  
  **Date:** 6.30pm, Thurs 6 Sept  
  **Register:** [www.monash.edu.au/parent](http://www.monash.edu.au/parent)

- **EXPLORE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY** - Thurs 13 Sept; Austin Hospital, email [Kathy.MAGGS@Austin.org.au](mailto:Kathy.MAGGS@Austin.org.au)


**YEAR 12 STUDENTS** – A reminder that you need to apply for courses through VTAC for 2013 by 28 September. The cost of applying up to that date is $26.00. If you apply after this date the charge rises to $89.00. You can apply without paying at the time, but remember that if you do not pay you will not receive an offer of a place in January 2013. Remember that once you apply, you can change your application.

**INTERESTED IN MINING ENGINEERING?** A fantastic opportunity exists for you to get inside the Minerals Industry as part of the annual 4-day residential UNSW Minerals Summer School. Learn about study, careers, lifestyles and opportunities for professionals and current students. Start at the UNSW in Sydney then travel to the Hunter Valley for 3 nights to visit underground and surface mines.  
**Who:** Students currently in Year 10/11 interested in science or engineering and studying subjects like physics and advanced maths.  
**When:** Mon 7-Thurs 10 Jan, 2013;  
**Cost:** $200 (heavily subsidised);  

**WOMEN IN ENGINEERING CAMP** – Do you want your career to be at the forefront of positive change for society? Do you enjoy using lateral thinking, creativity and design? Do you love problem solving and working in teams? Do you have an aptitude for maths and science? If yes, and you are a young woman in Year 10 or 11, join a 4 day residential experience and find out more about the careers available for professional engineers.  
**Who:** Women with a genuine interest in finding out more about engineering careers and at least 16 on 13 Jan 2013;  
**When:** Mon 14- Fri 18 Jan, 2013;  
**Cost:** $200;  
**Apply by:** 30 Sept at [www.eng.unsw.edu.au/WIEC](http://www.eng.unsw.edu.au/WIEC).

**MINING AT MONASH UNIVERSITY** – Monash has developed a new undergraduate mining degree for 2013. The B. Mining Engineering (Honours) has been established in response to industry requests to increase the number of Australian mining graduates. Graduates will be able to work in a range of tasks in underground, pit and open mines, as well as in a corporate environment. The emphasis is on the ‘Mine of the Future’ relating to automation, people and community, and the environment resulting in a minimal mining footprint. Mining engineers work in Australia and throughout the world.  
**Info:** [eng-future.student@monash.edu](mailto:eng-future.student@monash.edu) or see [www.eng.monash.edu.au](http://www.eng.monash.edu.au). There is an [information session](#) about the new degree.  
**When:** 7-8.30pm, Tues 11 Sept;  
**Where:** Lecture Theatre E7, Building 72, Clayton;  
**Book:** [eng-rsvp@monash.edu](mailto:eng-rsvp@monash.edu) by 7 Sept (ph 9902 0108).

**WILLIAM ANGLISS INSTITUTE NEWS -**


**WILLIAM ANGLISS INSTITUTE RESORT MANAGEMENT** – William Angliss receives many requests for qualified Resort Management graduates and it is becoming harder for businesses to attract staff. The Institute has modified fees to ensure that the program remains accessible to as many students as possible. VET Fee-Help is available (see [www.studyassist.gov.au](http://www.studyassist.gov.au)). Information on price changes can be found at [www.angliss.edu.au/Resorts](http://www.angliss.edu.au/Resorts)  
(Note: apply direct at [www.angliss.edu.au](http://www.angliss.edu.au) as the current VTAC listing is no longer applicable to the new training packages in 2013.)
SWINBURNE NEWS –

ADVICE NIGHT – With so many higher education options, things can become a little confusing. Advice Night can provide clarity for parents and Year 12 students and assist them in making the right preference choices. When: 5.30-7.30pm, Wed 12 Sept; Where: TD Building, Hawthorn campus; Register at: www.swinburne.edu.au/advice-night.

ONE-ON-ONE APPOINTMENTS – Swinburne’s Recruitment Team is providing parents and Year 12 students with 30 minute appointments to assist with general questions regarding preferences and courses. When: Each Wednesday and Thursday, 4-7pm during August and September; Book at: http://www.swinburne.edu.au/study-at-swinburne/events/one-on-one/

YEAR 12 SEMINARS – Swinburne is holding information sessions where you can meet lecturers, tour facilities and ask questions. More info: 1300 275 794; www.swinburne.edu.au/2013; When/where:

- Aviation/Aviation Management - 4 Sept (Hawthorn)
- Biomedical Engineering – 30 Sept (Hawthorn)
- Communication Design – 26 Sept (Prahran)
- Digital Media Design – 25 Sept (Prahran)
- Film and Television – 25 Sept (Prahran)
- Health Science – 27 Sept (Hawthorn)
- Industrial Design – 27 Sept (Prahran)
- Information Technology Scholarship program – 6 Sept (Hawthorn)
- Interior Design – 27 Sept (Prahran)
- Product Design Engineering – 27 Sept (Prahran)

LAW AT AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY (ACU) – ACU is introducing Law in 2013. The Faculty is hosting a panel of law graduates who will discuss the benefits and opportunities from studying law at university. Find out about the diverse range of careers that ACU law graduates may undertake. The panel includes Sir James Gobbo (former Governor of Victoria), Emma Page Campbell (Licensing and Governance Manager ACMI), Daniel Crennan (Barrister), Brendan Apostolova (Partner, Gadens Lawyers), Bendan Sykes (CEO Environment Defender’s Office) and Eve Lester (Human Rights Consultant). When: 6-7.30pm, Wed 12 Sept; Where: ACU Melbourne, Christ Theatre, 115 Victoria Parade, Fitzroy; Register: www.acu.edu.au/law/events.

STILL UNSURE WHAT TO STUDY? La Trobe Uni is offering a Future Students Advisory Day where you can chat to students and staff about courses and pathways. When: 11am-2pm, 25 Sept (Bundoora); 27 Sept (Bendigo); Register: www.latrobe.edu.au/school/events.

ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY AT DEAKIN – New in 2013, the Bachelor of Architectural Technology is a unique offering from Deakin University’s School of Architecture and Building in partnership with The Gordon’s Advanced Design and Building Department. The course is made up of three years of full-time study – the first two primarily at The Gordon and the final year at Deakin (Geelong Waterfront Campus). On completion students are conferred with the degree from Deakin University. Graduates will be professionally qualified architectural technologists with diverse and practical skills, giving them the capability to be involved in commercial, industrial or domestic projects covering the scope of construction. Architectural technology is a highly regarded profession in the UK, Ireland and Europe and architectural technologists play a major role on construction projects in these regions. With career opportunities opening up in Australia, the B. Architectural Technology can provide graduates with an exciting career path. Prerequisites: 3/4 English; To find out more go to: www.deakin.edu.au/scitech. To apply for the course for 2013, the VTAC Code is 16101 (CSP).
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